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Drama Tasmania Keynote 
Friday 20 April 2007 
Hobart 
 
Not Second Class Theatre: why Australian Theatre for Young 
People is at the vanguard of performance-making  
 
Before I start I would like to thank Carmen Robotham and the 
Drama Tasmania committee for inviting me to address you. It is 
highly appropriate that this keynote commences at the end of 
National Youth Week in Australia. 
 
 Let me begin by being provocative 
 
1. Theatre for Young People is what can only be described as a 
poor cousin to what is presented on main-house theatre 
stages around Australia. 
2. Theatre for Young People is dominated by the angst-ridden 
themes of love, relationships, drugs and living life tough. 
3. Theatre for Young People doesn’t deserve the same level of 
funding and support afforded to ‘adult’ theatre. 
 
If you are sitting in this room, you can be characterised as having 
the following attributes: 
1. you work with young people; 
2. you work in educational settings; 
3. you work in an art form know as drama/theatre/performance; 
4. you fervently disagree with the statements just delivered. 
 
I am one of you. Nothing obviously special marks me out from 
others gathered in this room. And like you I do not believe the 
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provocations hold any truth. So, here’s what I am going to do. I will 
take you on a journey to show you the hills, valleys, vistas and 
landmarks that characterise contemporary theatre for young 
people. By the end of the ride I hope that I can convince you that 
the three provocations hold no water, but that contemporary TYP 
should be considered to be at the cutting edge of 
performance/theatre practice in this country. Are you ready for the 
ride? Buckle those seat belts… 
 
For me the journey starts in my own experience and practice. I like 
lots of other kids around Australia got into youth theatre. My 
interest in the art forms of performance and theatre extends back 
into my childhood. I had a mother who was a voracious theatre-
goer. I have many happy memories of being taken to Saturday 
matinees of block-buster musicals in Sydney’s Haymarket and 
shows at the Sydney Opera House which, in the mid-1970s, was 
considered the epicentre of theatre. But I remember as a young 
child wanting to do “it” not just be on the receiving end of “it.” 
Weekends were spent devising performances with the 
neighbourhood kids that I can now claim as being a protean 
form—some drama, some dance, some music. And of course I 
inevitably joined a children’s theatre group. A big turning point 
occurred for me at Bronte Public School. My year three teacher, 
Mr. Baynham, let us write adaptations of well-loved stories and put 
them into the end of year school concert. I became Fluffy Bum the 
witch’s cat, Alice in her Wonderland and Normie’s mother in a very 
low budget slide show (pre-video days) version of the popular song 
“Rack Off Normie”. As teenager-dom struck, I joined the Brisbane 
Youth Theatre at Highgate Hill acting in four to five productions a 
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year. By the time I was seventeen I was directing the “juniors,” 
children in the theatre aged seven to twelve years and appearing 
with Agro (an Australian puppet identity) on children’s television. 
My involvement in theatre continued and increased as I worked 
with amateur and professional theatre companies, sang light 
opera, and continually sat in darkened performance spaces 
watching, always watching. 
 
In recent times I have journeyed back to my heartland of youth 
performance, and more specifically youth performance that 
positions young people as the performers—the doers and not the 
watchers, just like a younger me. My aim has been to explore the 
contemporary narrative being written by young people’s 
performance.  
 
Given the ongoing nature of the developments of which I am to 
speak about, the authorial voice is tentative in that I am drawing on 
observations and trends emerging from my current work on the 
topic. So what I am mapping out is the TYP landscape now, but 
also recognising that the field is slippery and malleable and will 
shift again. So is TYP a poor cousin in the theatrical pantheon? 
 
A Marginalised Sector? 
Historically the TYP sector has been on the margins of recognition. 
For many practitioners this has been a beneficial place to reside as 
it has encouraged the sector to experiment with text and form. 
Contemporary Theatre for Young People can be deemed to be a 
site for radical theatrical practice embracing notions of 
globalisation, convergence and new forms of narrative. What is 
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required is a reappraisal of the work and position of Theatre for 
Young People. TYP, at least within the theatre profession, still 
suffers from some of the negative perceptions. The prevailing 
belief is that TYP is only concerned with issues, and not with the 
quality of theatrical experience. Traditionally TYP has been 
regarded as a stepping-stone to real theatre work in what John 
Butler (2003) calls “second class theatre”i. What the sector is 
demonstrating is that is does not require the performing arts 
industry to carve out a niche or ghetto called the youth performing 
arts sector. Instead it needs to be recognised as part of the 
performance field within the industry. The performance work that I 
will speak of leads one to believe that this is the cutting edge of 
contemporary performance, not a backwater.  
 
Australia currently holds a unique position in the field of Young 
People’s Theatre. It is one of the few countries to acknowledge 
and promote, both in policy and practice, the innovative and 
creative potential of young people as cultural creators. Australia 
also champions the youth arts as a viable and credible career 
choice for Australia’s talented arts professionals. In Europe and 
North America youth arts and youth theatre operates under an 
apprenticeship model – young people are not positioned as active 
makers and investigators of culture – they have it done on them 
and to them. 
 
In Australia the work in the youth arts sector is supported by Youth 
Arts Policy such as Australia Council’s Young People and the Arts 
Policy and Young People and the Arts Framework as well as 
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advocacy organisations such as YPPA – Young People and the 
Arts Australia 
 
In each Australian State and Territory Young peoples’ cultural 
policies exist including your own Arts Tasmania’s Youth Arts 
funding programs  - Young Practitioners, Young People with 
Professionals and Accessing the Arts (Art Created for Young 
People) funding structures. 
 
The practice in the youth arts and theatre for young people sectors 
has been profile in Lowdown, the national youth performing arts 
magazine since 1979. 
 
Drivers of Change in the TYP Sector 
There are three change drivers leading the way into new 
performance forms within the TYP sector. Firstly, the sector is 
undergoing re-evaluation of what constitutes text and how 
meaning is ascribed to the text. Secondly, innovative processes 
are being used in the creation of text. Thirdly, the sector is shifting 
away from the old model of training young people in performance 
skills and acknowledges the place of everyday performativity.  
 
Re-evaluation of Text  
Many of the TYP practitioners I have spoken to acknowledge that 
contemporary youth performance is leading the way for a new 
performance modality. Two Queensland practititioners Jane 
Jennison and Brendon Ross think youth performance is so much 
more interesting than stuff I have seen on the mainstream stage. 
Ross says he ‘finds some of the mainstream subsidised theatre 
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companies boring. It comes back to that idea of talking heads’ii. 
Jennison and Ross believe that mainstream theatre and 
subsidised companies have lost the fuller sense of the theatrical 
image by not including sound and vision that goes beyond text and 
spoken word.  
 
Historically, the notion of text has always been associated with the 
written and spoken word usually created by a single author. This 
type of text was upheld as the highest cultural code in the 
pantheon. The TYP sector is investigating what can be considered 
a performance text. Under the influence of post-modernism and 
deconstruction theorists the world of the text is being laid bare, 
excavated and reinterpreted. Evidence gathered my study of 39 
TYP works show that many of the performances played with form 
by creating from a range of cultural practices including the 
traditional art forms of theatre, music and dance, but including the 
more pervasive art forms of film and mediatised sound and image. 
In doing so the performance shifted the institutionalised position of 
the traditional textual forms and opened them up for 
reinterpretation. 
 
TYP performance works display the use of a wide interpretation of 
text which was not limited to the spoken word. Performances 
witnessed demonstrated that the written text is under attack and its 
supreme authority is being questioned as they included texts that 
were visual, musical and movement-based texts. Jane Jennison 
referred to this type of work as ‘performance’ rather than youth 
theatre. In doing so, I believe that she is reflecting the move in the 
sector away from what Jennison calls ‘straight theatre’ that is 
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purely text driven to one more inclusive of cultural forms which 
engage young people – film, television, music, dance and fashion.  
 
TYP has moved away from the use of the central playscript to a 
performance form focusing on the complex communication of 
visual and aural elements as opposed to the dominance of 
linguistic elements. Performance texts now happily mix poetry, 
rave-type soundscapes, filmic images, text derived from first-hand 
experience, stylised movement and visual art installations into a 
unified performance form. Performance has allowed for a greater 
inclusion of viewpoints and stories within a performance. The use 
of multiple voices in performances has liberated the devisers and 
performers to use any art form or genre as their narrative device to 
communicate ideas, feelings, intentions, insights and conclusions 
to the audience. TYP companies are allowing young people to 
curate their own texts in collaborative communities of like-minded 
young performers.  
 
Innovative Processes and Creation of Text  
There are three major trends impacting upon the way in which text 
is developed in the majority of TYP performances. These can be 
defined as a reinterpretation narrative of structure, collective 
authorship and the adoption of converged art form practices 
including live and mediatised performance.  
 
Reinterpretation of Narrative Structure  
TYP works comfortably destabilise the authority of Aristolean 
three-act narrative structure in performance and the role of the 
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singular playwright as definitive storyteller. The shifting away from 
the traditional linear narrative (or what is more commonly known 
as the well-made play) is a major force in the TYP sector.  
However, it should be noted that the well-made play has not 
disappeared from the lexicon of TYP performance. The sector still 
embraces this form and it is likely to remain in the pantheon of 
practice as it has links to traditional theatre forms which needs to 
be acknowledged and drawn upon.  
 
Non-traditional narrative structures rely on the development of the 
text through collaboration rather than the vision of a singular 
playwright or authoritative director. Linear narrative, historically, 
has held the authoritative position as the central organising 
principle of a performative work. However in the TYP performance 
there is a tendency towards cut-up, the tendency towards scenes 
that connect rather than having the story told to you.  
 
Frequently performances make deliberate reference to other 
performances encountered by the young performers either in stage 
productions or the mediatised cultures of film and television. These 
intertextual references, a defining feature of contemporary 
performance, invited audience members to interact with the 
content and form outside the traditional boundaries of the 
performance space. Performative works which use collaboration 
as a means of content creation also displayed strong elements of 
intertextuality. Much more than the old “reading between the lines”, 
intertextuality is the conscious and sometimes non-deliberate 
allusions to other texts, characters and settings. Intertextuality 
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embraces the disjointed and multi-story narrative as it draws upon 
references to other cultural products.  
 
Intertextuality which relies upon alteration of source material 
coupled with intentional explicitness of reference to other texts is 
the most common form of intertextual device. At times these 
references are spoken text with performers adopting lines from film 
or literature. More often that not, this type of intertextuality is 
conveyed through projected image, movement, sound or a 
combination of cultural codes. Performances using this type of 
intertextuality used the device to juxtapose historical events with 
those being encountered in contemporary society. The 
manipulation of historical source material in the production 
included projecting lyrics of songs and poems on large screens 
and replaying edited footage at normal and manipulated speeds. 
This intertextual form in which the audience is involved in 
recontextualising events is perhaps the oldest in the canon since it 
has been used since the early 1900s by practitioners such as 
Edvard Piscator, Bertolt Brecht and to this day by contemporary 
performance makers such as Peter Greenaway, Robert Lepage 
and Robert Wilson. 
 
Collaborative Authorship  
The predominant form of text creation in the sector is collaborative 
or community authorship. The paradigm shift from the playwright 
as definitive authority respects young people’s points of view and 
post-modern methods of content creation in teams rather than 
single entities. Instead of what I have classified in the analysis of 
data as the two-process method of traditional theatre – a 
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playwright writing a script in isolation and other artists staging it – 
TYP utilises a one-process method. This method entails the 
performance collective developing the production from initial 
conception to finished product.  
 
Content creation for performance is most usually a collaborative 
endeavour between a facilitator and young performers. In 
discussion, many of the TYP leaders spoke about the creation of 
text. In most cases, it involved the young people being given tasks 
or thematic questions that they would improvise and experiment 
around in small groups and then share their work with their peers. 
The resultant product was created by the young people and the 
facilitator selecting pieces they felt were most interesting or most 
pertinent. Once selections had occurred they were sequenced by 
the group members, sometimes reworked and rehearsed into the 
final product. No written script exists, rather an architectural plan 
formed the framework for the production.  
 
Many of the TYP performances were created through the use of 
multiple facilitators with specialisation is script writing, multimedia, 
sound and direction. Again, artistic choices in terms of content and 
form were negotiated by committee. Frequently the creative group 
created text by sharing experiences, information and ideas in chat 
rooms and on an archival website.  
 
This type of content creation aligns with the breakdown of narrative 
into a form that is characterised by the use of disjointed and 
multiple narratives. It has given rise to what has been defined as 
multi-layered or multi-storyed narrative. These forms of narrative 
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are most common in television and film. The multi-layered 
narrative is “a-linear” and may be considered to be without time. 
The action and events are not related in terms of past and future or 
cause and effect. Rather they are collaged or layered in a timeless 
dimension, accumulating at a single point in time. In this sense the 
audience is invited into the meaning-making process to make the 
connections and interpret a meaning. Such a narrative form is 
emerging out of the game-based culture which is signified by the 
‘labyrinth as the multiple form choice. 
 
The embodiment of openness of form relies upon the integration of 
collaborative authorship and intertextuality. Notably performances 
captured in the study in the field of singular authorship not only 
embraced traditional narrative structures but also did not include 
any mediatised texts within the performance. It can then be 
asserted that new media technologies assist in the development of 
multiple, open narrative structures in performance. This open-
ended structuring allows the audience to enter the text and 
contribute to the meaning-making. Effectively the open form is 
changing audiences from passive absorbers of ‘sit-back 
technology’ attributed to television and closed theatrical texts to 
active participants in ‘sit-forward technology’ of computers and the 
gaming-culture. 
 
Convergence of Art Form and Mediatised Culture 
Cultural-code breaking in the field of deterritorialisation attempts to 
usurp boundaries between the traditional art forms to create hybrid 
forms that embrace both live and mediatised performance 
simultaneously. The slippery business of trying to locate trends 
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within contained categories is not an easy one. Unlike most 
mainstream theatre the field is experimenting, mutating and 
transforming.  
 
This can be attributed to the TYP sector acknowledging and 
connecting with the creative lives of young people. A greater 
responsiveness to youth culture has led performances to the 
incorporation of breakdancing, graffiti and other street-art forms. 
This has resulted in the use of visual, spatial and musical forms to 
generate and deliver narrative. Performance, in effect has moved 
away from siloed structures pertaining to performance skills, 
authorial intent and singular authorship, and content creation. 
Works now combine installation, film, dramatic action, dialogue, 
music and stylised movement to produce a riveting multi-art form 
performance. This has necessitated the performance product to 
display greater openness of form. 
 
As a response to the openness narrative is no longer limited to 
spoken text or character exposition but has been taken up through 
the inclusion of image either moving or still. The impact of 
technology in terms of narrative and character structure has 
moved beyond the use of technology to produce ‘fill’ for actors to 
stand against.  
 
This type of narrative is dynamic and interactive. It is more akin to 
gaming culture in which there is development of fictional worlds 
and actors work within these worlds as avatars of time, space and 
story. Frequently these narratives use dramatic transitions akin to 
jump-cutting used is video clip and film editing. Performance works 
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use rapid editing techniques to splice between the multiple 
narratives and multiple points of view.  
 
For the TYP sector, embracing new media technologies provides 
access to another layer of communication with an audience. As 
technological hardware becomes cheaper and easier to manage 
one can anticipate that the inclusion of mediatised culture within 
TYP performances will increase.  
 
The inclusion of mediatised texts, which include not only words but 
also image and sound, are not to be used to produce spectacular 
effects which mimic the special effects used in cinematic action 
and fantasy productions. Instead the use of mediatised culture 
within performance has to be integral and not an add-on to the 
performance. There are two predominant purposes for the 
inclusion of mediatised image and sound within TYP 
performances. Firstly, its inclusion creates visual landscapes which 
are replacing the traditional cyclorama or backdrop. Secondly, it is 
used to juxtapose or heighten the narrative and it is this application 
that is impacting upon narrative structures. 
 
The use of technology to produce mediatised texts has given rise 
to multi-narrative structures. As mentioned previously, 
performances that were devoid of mediatised culture did not 
display this form but held fast to linear narrative structures. 
Performances frequently used moving image and sound to 
underscore and heighten the narrative. In doing so the 
performance was able to transcend the performance space and 
transport the audience into other physical spaces that were either 
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spoken about or played out by the performers. Evidence reflects 
that the sector is not relying solely on the spoken word to expose 
the story, theme and characters. Frequently the use of live and 
mediatised action was so embedded that audiences were not 
aware that the performance has moved from live action to 
mediatised text. The seamless shift is a hallmark of the genre-
melding and again highlights the way in which boundaries are 
being renegotiated.  
 
Shifting Notions of Performativity 
Contemporary TYP can be seen to be deliberately standing apart 
from the virtuosic. Traditional notions of training and performance 
skills are being challenged. Youth performativity is grounded in the 
everyday skills of the young people creating and delivering the 
performance.  
 
The everyday is made manifest in three fields of the performance. 
Firstly, the everyday resides in the performance skills or reduced 
need for in-depth training before undertaking performance. That is, 
the historical apprenticeship model of theatrical training has been 
abandoned. Young people are now recognised as creators and 
performers of now and not relegated to future contexts.  
 
Secondly, the everyday can be seen in the content selected for 
performance. The majority of the performances witnessed during 
the process of the study illuminated and ruminated upon themes 
and ideas relevant to the creators – the young people who 
ultimately became the performers. Relevance is not limited to 
contemporary social issues, but also includes related art forms, 
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genres and cultural practices which are being negotiated and 
explored. The most exciting and risky work is created when issues 
and transmutation of cultural codes intersect. Many performances 
investigated issues and themes that had been experienced by the 
young people who were both the creators and performers of the 
piece. At the same time the majority of the performances that 
embraced everyday performativity challenged conceptions of 
boundaries between audience and actor. Audience members 
frequently became actors as they inhabited the performance space 
by either interacting directly with the performers or sometimes the 
actors turned the audience into the performance.  
 
The final field in which the everyday is articulated in contemporary 
TYP practice is through costuming. Everyday performativity 
extends into the costuming which can sometimes be a result of 
budgetary constraints. In a number of performances street wear 
was consciously included in the design as if to say to the audience 
members ‘you can be up here and doing this too. We are just 
ordinary people off the street’. Everyday cultural codes are 
manipulated and heightened for the consumption of audiences 
other than the participants. 
 
I believe it is timely to reappraise the impact Theatre for Young 
People has within our current cultural landscape. Renowned 
playwright and provocateur Edward Albee insists theatre needs to 
be inquiring, imaginative and bold. ‘The theatre has become 
cautious…People may want a safe night, but as far as I’m 
concerned it’s a waste of time’iii. Albee believes that there is a 
feeling of stagnancy rather than inventiveness on the stage these 
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days. Albee is predominantly levelling his comments at 
mainstream theatre created to serve the needs of adult audiences. 
Had Albee spent some time investigating contemporary TYP then 
his response may have been somewhat different. 
 
Contemporary TYP has not completely moved away from 
traditional poetics of the theatrical form. What is occurring in the 
sector is a rupture with traditional notions of theatre resulting in 
experimentation with a new theatrical language. TYP is rejecting 
traditional understandings and manifestations of author, text and 
audience. This has given rise to authorship of works that are 
created by collectives rather than single entities. Text is no longer 
limited to words on a page, or words emanating from performers’ 
mouth. Text has become dynamic and is responding to young 
people’s life experiences to include a convergence of live 
performance and performance mediatised by technology resulting 
in text more broadly including word, image, and sound. In the 
creation of these texts the authorial collectives are drawing upon 
and mutating a variety of art forms and cultural practices which 
mirror the fragmented, non-linear way in which humans encounter 
the globalised world.  
 
These trends have triggered a response with a new type of 
performativity. Old models of youth theatre practice are dominated 
by the need to train audiences or actors of the future. The sector 
has moved to encompass the contemporary position of young 
people as cultural catalysts of the present and as a result is 
choosing to use the everyday skills and talents of young people in 
a heightened mode. Rather than utilising a traditional virtuosic skill-
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base, the sector is favouring that of the everyday. This has the 
resultant effect of moving the sector away from the traditional uses 
of youth theatre from skill acquisition to embrace notions of agency 
through collaborative authorship and choice. The everyday is 
transmitted in performance through the choice of content, methods 
of performance delivery, inclusion of new media technologies and 
choice of costuming influenced by the trends on the street. 
 
This is not to say that the field of virtuosic performativity has 
disappeared. Beyond the historical realms of formal training young 
people are engaged in perfecting skills associated with the culture 
of the street which in turn are being incorporated into performance. 
Cultural forms such as hip-hop, rap, street dance, skateboarding 
and inline skating are being included as part of the performance 
spectrum. These everyday cultural forms also include computer 
animation and music creation which young people engage in 
school media labs and in their own “bedroom studios”. This has 
come about as technologies and software applications needed to 
undertake these types of activities are now more readily available 
and user-friendly. Young people willingly give over many hours of 
their own time to perfect everyday cultural forms so as to charge 
them with virtuosic performativity. In effect the notion of 
performativity is shifting the virtuosic training practices from the 
cultural elite. The new virtuosic performativity is embedded in 
everyday cultural practices and training in settings where the 
apprentice-master model has been abandoned. 
 
Passivity is not a feature of young people’s engagement in cultural 
practice. This extends into the field of performance. Performance 
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in the TYP sector often blurs the boundary between audience and 
actor. Performances frequently transcend the theatrical convention 
of the “fourth wall” to move audience members from being voyeurs 
into active participants in the creation of narrative and action. The 
use of intertextuality demands that the audience become part of 
the meaning making process and not remain as passive receivers 
of story. Audiences are required to “lobe jump” between multiple 
stories, events and characters to make sense of the whole. This is 
coupled with a non-traditional use of performance spaces in which 
actors and audience are often not clearly demarcated with a 
traditional proscenium arch. At times the actors and audiences 
share the same space and frequently interact with each other. 
 
Globalisation, innovation in cultural forms and the pervasive use of 
technology are part of the experience of young people. These 
phenomena are influencing many areas of the cultural lives of 
young people including their participation in the TYP sector. Shifts 
in understandings of the elements of text, authorship and 
performativity in TYP are part manifestation of the global world. 
The result is that the TYP sector is transforming theatre, as we 
understand it.  
 
A Final Word 
Many people outside the arts education sector; ask why we should 
encourage young people to pursue creative endeavours. 
According to Daniel Pink in his text “A Whole New Mind” he argues 
that creativity is the number one force in the 21st century. Pink 
describes what he calls the Creative Portfolio for the Conceptual 
Age. He believes that we should engage in six key practices and 
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ideas. 
Design – create beauty, whimsy and emotional engagement 
Story – a compelling narrative 
Symphony – synthesis of disparate pieces into a new arresting 
whole 
Empathy – move beyond logic, forge relationships and 
demonstrate care for others 
Play – playful, experimental, discovery 
Meaning – purpose, transcendence, fulfilment 
 
It is my belief that teachers and students as artists in working in 
the drama/theatre/performance field have long been  involved in 
developing a creative portfolio and that young artists have the 
innovation and capacity to drive performance and other arts 
practices beyond the perceived artistic void of the twenty-first 
century. 
 
Youth performance is creating the ‘new poetics for the theatre of 
the twenty-first century’.iv TYP is navigating new forms of 
performance making and performance delivery. Young people are 
the cartographers of new performance worlds. They walk in the 
shoes of the everyday believing that everyone has the ability to 
participate in performative works. TYP curates a range of works 
mixing and melding art forms and genres. Young people and TYP 
companies have taken charge of old materials and rendered them 
into new ideas. TYP is the arena for cultural code breaking. 
Companies and young performers have usurped traditional 
performance forms and incorporated pervasive mediatised culture 
to re-interprete what performance is and can be.  
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